FMRIB 7T Participant Emergency Evacuation

In an emergency situation, the tabletop and participant must be removed from the magnet bore.

Removing Participant with Table Controls

- When power supply and/or motorised drive are intact, the Home Button is the fastest method for moving the tabletop out of the magnet bore.
- Press the Home Position Button to move the tabletop completely out of the magnet bore. The Speed button can be used to increase or decrease the table speed.

Removing Participant Manually

- In case the Table Stop button has been depressed, power failure and/or defective motorised drive,
- Pull the emergency release handle fully outwards
- The tabletop is mechanically decoupled from the motorised drive unit.
- Pull the tabletop out of the magnet using the handle at the foot end.

MRI Table to Trolley Transfer

- In the event of a medical emergency, slide the participant down the bed and out of the head coil
- Place the trolley next to the table with the sides down
- **Apply the trolley breaks**
- Position sliding board to bridge the gap between table and trolley
- Slide participant onto the trolley
- Release brakes and raise sides before evacuating